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In this paper a variant of the PLC(Predictive Least Squares) criterion for order 
estimation is combined with an adaptive control strategy and applied to 
multidimensional CARMA systems. It is shown that with this combination we 
can estimate, recursively and in a strongly consistent way, both the order and 
coeflicients of the controlled system, while achieving asymptotically optimal cost. 
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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The PLS(Predictive Least Squares) criterion for order estimation was 
recently introduced by Rissanen [14] and its asymptotic properties were 
analysed by Hemerly and Davis [8], Hannan, McDougall, and Poskitt 
[7], and Veres [16]. When compared with classical criteria for order 
selection, like those in Akaike [I], Rissanen [ 12, 131, Schwarz [ 151, and 
Hannan and Quinn [6], the PLS criterion has substantial advantages in 
terms of recursive computability (see Wax [ 173 for details). 
The aforementioned works were carried out in the time series 
framework, where some sort of stability and ergodicity of the stochastic 
processes is assumed. These results can not be directly applied to systems 
operating under feedback, for these basic assumptions cannot be ensured a 
priori. The first reference to address the order estimation problem of 
systems operating under feedback appears to have been Chen and 
Guo [3]. They introduced the L,, criterion, which is a modification of the 
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BIC criterion, to estimate the order of multidimensional ARX systems 
operating under adaptive control of the LQG type, proposed by Chen and 
Guo [2]. They proved that this combination provides consistent estimates 
for both the order and coefficients of the controlled system. In Guo, Chen, 
and Zhang (1987) this result is generalized to CARMA models by the 
introduction of a new criterion, the CIC. 
Recently Hemerly and Davis [9] showed, for ARX models, that by com- 
bining the PLS criterion with a control strategy similar to that in Chen and 
Guo [3] it is possible to devise an asymptotically optimal adaptive control 
strategy and simultaneously estimate, recursively and in a strongly consis- 
tent way, both the coefficients and the order of the controlled system. 
This paper concerns the extension of the results in Hemerly and 
Davis [9] to systems with correlated noise. To cope with the stronger data 
correlation in this case, we introduce a variant of the PLC criterion. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS 
In this paper we consider systems represented by multidimensional 
CARMA models, with the parameters being identified via the AML(Approx- 
imated Maximum Likelihood) technique, whose main advantage when 
compared with the general RPE(Recursive Prediction Error) consists in 
not requiring projection into the stability region of certain polynomials (see 
Ljung and Soderstrom [111). 
Due to the stronger data correlation in the present set-up, it has not 
been possible to establish a result similar to that presented in Hemerly and 
Davis [9]. More precisely, in order to establish the strong consistency of 
the order estimate we have now to give up, to a certain extent, one of the 
most appealing characteristics of the PLS criterion, namely its exclusive 
dependence on the data. In other words, the criterion we consider in this 
paper lies somewhere between the PLS criterion in Hemerly and Davis [9] 
and the CIC criterion considered by Guo, Chen, and Zhang [S], where the 
data dependent part of the criterion passes over it twice. The improvement 
we provide here consists in showing that results similar to that of Guo, 
Chen, and Zhang [S] can be established by using a criterion for order 
determination whose data dependent part can be evaluated recursively. 
Let (52, 9, @JzO, I,,,., lP) be a filtered probability space, {W(C)} a 
martingale difference process with respect o { &}, and consider the I-input, 
m-output stochastic control system described by 
y(t+ l)=A,y(t)+ ... +Apoy(t-po+ l)+B,u(t)+ ‘.. 
+B,,u(t-qO+ l)+w(t+ l)+C,w(t)+ ... 
+ C,M’(?-r()+ l), y(t)=u(t)=w(t)=O, t-co, (2.1) 
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where both the order (pO, q,,, rO) and the matrix of coefficients 
@(PO, 40, ro)= [A, . ..A.“B, . ..B.,C, 4,,,JT (2.2) 
are unknown. The assumptions required about the system (2.1) are: 
Al. The noise {w(t) > satisfies 
sup~[Illw(~)ll”l~ ,I < m a.s., for some c( 3 2. (2.3) 
A2. For t > 1, u(t) is &measurable. 
A3. The transfer matrix C ‘(z) - i I is strictly positive real. 
A4. The true order (po, qo, ro) belongs to a known finite set, 
M=((p,q,r):Odp6p*,Odq6q*,Odrdr*). (2.4) 
A5 The matrices A,,, B,,, and C,, are of row-full rank. 
For a given order (p, q, r) E M, the estimate of the matrix coefficients, 
~,(p,q,r,t)=CAl,,,(t)...~,,,(t)B,,(r)...B,,,(t)i‘,,(t)...~~,,(t)]‘, (2.5) 
is obtained using the AML technique; i.e., 
I -I I-I 
&p, 4, r, t) = ‘z @(p, 4, r,.d QTb, 4, rj) 1 @(p, 4, r,A yT(.i + 11, 
/=O > /=O 
(2.6) 
where 
@(p,q,r, t)= [yT(t)...yT(t-p+ l)u’(t)~~~u’(t-q+ 1) 
.G’(t)...ti~~(t-r+ l)]‘, (2.7) 
with G(t + 1) standing for the estimate of the noise w(t + 1) and here 
defined as 
R(t+ l)=y(t+ l)-&‘(p*, q*, r*, t+ 1) @(p*, q*, r*, t), (2.8) 
which is the a posteriori prediction error for the model in M with largest 
order. 
At time n, we here estimate the order (po, qo, ro) as 
(C(n), %n), f(n)) = Arg Min f’LSM(p, q, r, n), 
(iLq.r)t M 
(2.9) 
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where 
with 
Il4P, 4 , r> t + 1 )I1 * + (P + 4 + r) 4n) 
n PWP, 4, r, n) + (P + 4 + r) 4nY4 - (2.10) 
e(p, q, r, t + 1) =y(t + 1) - OT(p, 9, r, t + 1) @(p, 4, r, t) (2.11) 
and a(n) being a sequence of positive numbers such that 
( ( 
n-l 
log C /I@‘(p*, q*, r*, t)ll* 
1=0 )> 
n-l qd(a-2) 
x log log 
( ( 
1 I/@“(~*, 4*, r*, t)l12 
/=O )> I 
4n 1 




a(n) 12,in C @Oh 4, I, t) @oT(P, 4, r, t) 
1=0 
-+ 0 as. as n + co, 
WP, 4, r) E {(PO, 4*, r*), (P*, qo, r*), (P*, 4*, roll. (2.13) 
where 6 is the Dirac measure and 
@O(p,q,r, t)=[yT(t)‘..yT(t-p+l)uT(t)~~~uT(t-q+l) 
. w=(t). . . wT(t - r + l)lT. (2.14) 
In our set-up, we also require that 










3. MAIN RESULTS 
We start by showing that conditions Al-A5 are sufficient for ensuring 
the strong consistency of the order estimates (2.9). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that in the control system (2.1) Al-A5 hold. Then 
the order estimate given by (2.9) is strongly consistent, i.e., 
(P(n), Q(n), i(n)) + (pot qo, ro) a-s. as n+%. (3.1) 
ProoJ: We start by considering the overmodelled case, i.e., when 
simultaneously p >pO, q > qO, and r 2 r”. For any such triple, we define 
O(p, q, r)= [A, . ..A.,,,O...OB, . ..B.,,O...O C, . ..C.,O...O] (3.2) 
and then rewrite (2.1) as 
1?(t+l)=O~(p,q,r)~‘(P,q,r,t)+~(t+1), 
Vp’Ppo A q3qo A r3r,. 
We also define 
and 
i(p, q, r, t + 1) = e(p, q, r, t + 1) - w(t + 11, 
r/(t+ l)=k(t+ l)-M’(t+ 1) 
Wp, 4, r, t) = @(p, 4, r, t) - @“(pT 4, r, t) 
= [O...OrfT(t)...ylT(t-r+ l)]‘, 
and then rewrite (3.3) as 
y(t + 1) = OT(p, 4, r) @(p, 4, r3 t) 
- OT(p, q, r) P(p, 4, r, t) + 4t + 1 L 
which from (2.11) implies 
e(p, 9, r, t + 1) = (@(A 9, r) - &P, 4, r, t + 1 )jT @(P, 4, r, t) 
- @=(p, 4, r) @Yp, 4, r, t) + w(t + 1). 
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n PJWP, 9, r, n) 
n -- I 
= ,F; Il(@(p, q, r) - &h q, r, t+ NT @(p, q, r, t)l12 
( 
n-l 




,I ~ I 
+ c ~lw(t+l)--OT(p,q,~)~~~p,q,~,~)ll’, (3.8) 
t=0 
where, from the definition of O(p, q, r) and q( t + l), the last term will be 
the same for any triple (p, q, Y). 
In what follows we characterize the order of the first two terms on the 
right hand side of (3.8). 
From (2.6) and (3.2), we have 
O(p,q,r)-~(p,q,r,t+l) 
= O(p, q, r) - &, q, r, t) - VP, 4, r, f) WA 4, r, t) e;f(P, 4, r, t + 1) 
(3.9) 
where 
err(p, q, r, t + 1) =y(t + 1) - d’(p, 4, r, 2) @(p, 4, r, t). 
Defining also 
(3.10) 
QCP, 4, r, f + 1) = (@(p, 4, r) - &p, 4, r, t + 1))’ 
VP ‘(p, 4, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - &p, 9, r, t + 1)) (3.11) 
and using Eq. (2.6), (2.16), the matrix inversion lemma, and Eqs. (3.4), 
(3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), we can show that 
tr(Q(p, 4, r, t + 1)) 
= tr(Q(p, 4, r, l)) - 2QT(p, 4, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - &p, 4, r, f + 1 )I 
{ 5(p, q, r, f + 1) - t(@(p, 4, r) - f&p, 4, r, t + 1))’ @(P, 4, rr f)> 
+2{(e,(p, q, r, t+ l)--w(t+l))T GT(p, 4, r, l) UP,q, r, t)@(P, 4, r, f) 
- QT(p, 4, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - &p, 4, r, f))) w(t + 1) 
- QT(p, 4, r, t) V(P, 4, r, 2) @(p, 4, r, t) 
.(I - QT(p, 4, r, f) VP, 9, r, 1) @(P, 4, r, t)) Ileh 4, r, t+ 1111’ 
+ 2QT(p, 4, r, f) VP, 4, r, f) @(p, 4, r, f) IIw(t + 1 )I1 2. (3.12) 
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Summing now from t = 0 to t = n - 1, we get 
tr@(p, 4, r, ~1) - tr(Q(p, q, r, 0)) 
II I 




=2 C {(e,(k 4, r, t + 1) - w(t + 1 ))T GT(p, 9, r, t) v(p, 4, r, t) 
r=o 
.@(p, q, r, t)-@,‘(p, 4, r, tN@(p, 4, r)-&p, 4, r, t))} 4t+ 1) 
,z ~ I 
- 2 ( 
QT P, 4, r, t) Vp, 4, r, t) @(p, q, r, t) 
. (1 - QT(p, 4, r, t) Vp, 4, r, t) @(p, 4, r, t)) Ile,h 4, r, t + 1 Ill * 
n-l 
+ 2 C QT(p, 4, r, t) V(P, 4, r, 1) @(p, 4, r, t) llw(t + 1 )l12. (3.13) 
I=0 
From (2.1) and (3.10) we see that e,(p,q,r,t+l)-w(t+l) is 
E-measurable. Then, from [4], the first term on the right hand side of 
(3.13) has order 
II- 1 
C { (e,(p, q, r, t + 1) - w(t + 1 )I’ QT(p, 4, r, t) VP, q, r, t) @(P, 4, r, t) 
I=0 
- QT(p, q, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - @p, q, r, t))f w(t + 1) 
n-l 
= 0 ,C, II@T(~, 9, r, t) Vp, 4, r, t) @(p, 4, r, t)(e,(p, 4, r, t + 1) - w(t + 1)) 
- (Wp, 4, f-1 - WP, 4, r, t))’ @(P, 4, r, t)ll* + o(l) a.s., (3.14) 
or from (3.9) and the fact that QT(p, q, r, t) V(p, q, r, t) @(p, q, r, t)< 1 a.s., 
n-l 
1 { (e,(p, q, r, t + 1) - w(t + 1 )I’ @‘(p, 4, r, t) W4 4, r, t) @(p, 4, r, t) 




,To Il(@(p, 4, r)-&p, 9, r, t+ l)IT @(p, 4, rr t)ll’) 
( 
n-1 
+ 0 C aT(p, 4, r, t) Up, 4, r, t) @(p, 4, r, t)ll w(t + 1 Ill* + WI 1 a.s. 
I=0 1 
(3.15) 
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Therefore, from (3.10) and considering that tr(Q(p, q, Y, 0)) = 0( 1) as., 
we can rewrite (3.13) as 
n-l 
M&p, 4, r, fl)) -t- 2 C @T(p7 9, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - &P, 9, r, 2 + 1)) 
r=O 
I {t(p, q, r, t + 1) - 4(@(p, 4, r) - &h 4, r, t + 1))’ @(p, 4, r, t)) 
n-1 
=a1 +0(l)) 2 @T(P,q, r, t) VP, 9, r, t) @(P, 4, r3 t) IIfift + 1 )I2 
ISO 
n- 1 
- C QT(p, 4, r, t) Yp, 4, r, t) @(P, 4, r, t) 
f=O 
. (1 - QT(p, 4, 6 0 Up, 4, r, I) @(A 4, r, f)) lleuh 4, r, t + 1 Ill2 
! 
,I - I 
+ 0 C Il(O(p, 9, r) - d(p, q, r, t + l))T @(p, q, r, t)112 
I=0 ) 
+ O(1) as. 
(3.16) 
For (p, q, r)=(p*, q*, r*), from Eq. (2.8), (3.4), and (3.6) we have 
S(P*, 9*, r*, r+l)=g(t+l) 
= (O(p*, q*, r*) - &p*, q*, r*, t + l))T @(p*, q*, r*, t) 
- OT(p*, 4*, f-*1 @Yp*. 4*, r*, f), (3.17) 
which in view of (3.2) and (3.5) can be rewritten as 
C(z ‘)q(r+ l)=(o(p*,q*, r*)- d(p*, q*, r*, t+ l))T @(p*, q*, r*, t). 
(3.18) 
Recalling now that from A3 (C -‘(z- ‘) - il) is strictly positive real and 
that the second term on the right hand side of (3.16) is nonnegative, from 
Eq. (3.16), with (p, q, r) = (p”, q*, r*), and using a standard argument (see, 
for instance, [lo]) we can show that 
I 
‘ITo v2(t I- 1) 
( 
n - I 




For (p, q, r) # (p*, q*, Y*) we can not rely on the same argument, since 
now <(p, q, r, t + l), from (3.4) and (3.7), does not obey an equation 
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similar to (3.18). At any rate, for any (p, q, Y), from (2.6) (3.6) and (3.11) 
we can write 






















We now note that from (3.5), (3.19) and the Schwarz inequality, the first 
term in (3.20) has the same order as Cy:d q*(t+ 1), given by (3.19). 








x ,zo @(P, 4, r, t) wT(f+ 1) 
>> 
( 
n - 1 
= 0 1 QT(p, 4, r, t) VP, 4, r, t) @(p, 4, r, f) lIw(t + 1 )ll* a.s., 
I=0 > 
(3.21) 
and then, from (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) 
tr(Q((p, 4, r, n)) 
( 
n-l 
= 0 C QT(p*, q*, r*, t) V(p*, q*, r*, 2) @(p*, q*, r*, 2) I/w(t+ l))l* a.s. 
1=0 > 
(3.22) 
Now that we have characterized tr(Q(p, q, r, n)), we return to Eq. (3.16) 
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and upon substituting t(p, q, r, t + I ), which from (3.4) and (3.7) is given 
by 
5(p, 4, r, t + 1) = (@(P, 4, r) - &P, 9, r, t + 1 I)* @(P, q, r, f) 
- OT(p, 9, r) @“(IA 4, r, t), (3.23) 
we get 
n-1 
(1+41)) C lI(~(p,q,r)-~(p,q,r,~+1))T~(p,q,r,~)l12 
I=0 
,1 - I 
+ 2 1 QT(p, 4, r, tN@(p, 9, r) - &P, 4, r, I+ 1)) 
,=o 




QT p, q, r, t) V(p, q, r, f) @(p, 4, r, t) IIM:(f + 1 )II’ 
,,- I 
- ,;. @-7P7 4T r, f) V(p, q, r, f) @(p, 4, r, t)(l - QT(p, 4, r, t) 
.V(p,q,r,t)~(p,q,r,t))Ile,(p,q,r,t+1)II’+~(l)a.s. (3.24) 
Before substituting (3.24) into (3.8), we expand the second term on the 
right hand side of (3.8) [4], as 
1 QT(p, 4, r, t)(@(p, 9, r) - &p, 4, r, t + 1)) 
( - OT(p, q, r) cV(p, q, r, f) + w(t + 1)) 
=“c’ T( @ p, q, r, t)( O(p, q, r) - &p, 4, r, I+ 1 )I 
I=0 
( - OT(p, 4, r) WP, q, r, f)) 
c 
n-l 
+o C lI(~(p,q,~)-~~p,q,~,~+1))T~(~,q,~,~)l12 
r=o > 
II- I 
-(f+41)) 1 @r(P>4, r, f) VP, 4, r, t) @(P, 4, r, t) Ilw(f+ 1)ll’ 
I=0 
+ O( 1 ) a.s., (3.25) 
which follows from (3.10), [4], and the fact that QT(p, q, r, t) Up, q, r, t) 
@(p, q, r, t) < 1 a.s. We can then rewrite (3.8) as 
JO9 I66 2-8 
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=(~+o(1)),Ic’ll(o(v,Y~~)-~(P,Y , r, t+ l)F @(P, Y, r> f)l12 
I=0 
. ( - OT(p, 4, f-1 @Yp3 4, r, f)) 
,I I 
+ 1 IIw(f + 1) - OT(p, q, r) @'l(p, 4, r, t)ll' 
/=O 
t,- I 
- 2( 1 + 4 1 )I 1 @(P, q, r, t) VP, 4, r, t) @(P, 4, r, 2) llw(t+ 1)Il’ 
I=0 
+ 0( 1) as. (3.26) 
We now note that (3.19), (3.22), (3.24), and the fact that 
II ~ I 
p;. WP, 4, r3 fj VP, 4, r, d @(P, 4, 6 d lldt + 1 )II’ 
=0 1 Qr(p*, q*, r*, 
( 
n - I 




(1 -to(l)) C ll(@(p, 4,r)-&p, 4, r, t+ 1)lT @(p, 4, r, t)l12 
r=O 
,1- I 
+ 2 C @=(P, q, r, t)(@(p, 4, r) - @(p, 4, r, t + 1)) 
f=O 
( -@‘(p, 4, f-1 @%, q, r, t)) 
( 
II I 
= 0 1 QT(p*, q*, r*, t) VP*, q*, r*, t) @(P*, q*, r*, t) llNf+ 1)112 
I=0 > 
+ 0( 1) a.s., 
and then, from (3.26) and (3.27), 
n PLS( P, 4, r, n ) 
n-1 
(3.27) 
= ,Fo IIw(t + 1) - OT(p, 4, r) Wp, 4, r, t)ll’ 
n-1 
1 QT(p*,q*,r*, t) V(p*,q*,r*,t)@(p*,q*,r*,t) liw(t+1)112 a.s. 
t=0 > 
(3.28) 
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On the other hand, under assumption Al, from [2, Lemma 31, we have 
n-1 
*To ( 
~0' p*, q*, r*, t) V(p*, q*, r*, t) @(p*, q*, r*, 1) IIdt + 1 Ill 2 
( ( 
n-1 
= 0 log C I/@(P*, q*, r*, t)ll* 
t=0 > 
x ( n- 1 qS(ap2) log log 1 /I@(P*, 4*, r*, f)l12 >> > as., vc, > 1, r=0 
(3.29) 
and since from (3.5) and (3.19) C::d II@(p*, q*, r*, f)l12 = 
O(C:Z,’ II@O(p*, q*, r*, t)l12) as., from (3.28) and (3.29) it follows that 
n-1 








log log 1 II@“(~*, 4*, r*, t)l12 as., 
I=0 
vc, > 1. (3.30) 
Finally, from (2.10) (2.12) and (3.30) with c2 E (1, c,), we have 





log log 1 II@“(~*, 9*, r*, [Ill 
I=0 
2))d- “)) 
= (p + q + r--p0 - q. - ro) a(n)(l + o(l)) a.s., (3.31) 
and since here (p + q + r -p. - q. - ro) > 0, it follows that 
PLSM(p, q, r, n) - PLSM(p,, qo, ro, n) > 0 as. for n large enough, 
(3.32) 
and the analysis of the overmodelled case is completed. 
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Let us now consider the undermodelled case, i.e., (p v pO, q v q,,, 
r v Ye) # (p, q, Y). Suppose first that p <p,, and q. < q < q*, r. < r < r*. We 
start by defining 
&P, 4, r, t)= CA, -a,,,(t,...A,-A,,(t) 
B,-B,,(t)...B,,-B,,,(t)-B,,,+,(t)... -&/(f) 
c, - c I([) . ..C.,-~,,,(t)-C,,,,+,(t)... -C,,(NT 
(3.33) 
~(po,q,r,t)=[~~T(f)...yT(t-p+1)j~T(t-p)...~T(t-po+1) 
uT(t-q+ 1) G(t)...u.‘(t-r+ l)]’ 
= C@z(p, 4, r, t) ! @‘,(p, 4, r, t) j @%h 4, r, tIIT 
@(p, q, r, t)= [yT(t)...yT(t-p+ 1) j uT(t)...uT(f-q+ 1) k(t) 
wT(t-r+ l)]’ 
and 
We now define 
Q’b 4, r, f+ 1) 
@.,.d(p, 4, r) = CA,, l A,,,lT. 




= RP, q, r, t + 1) 
( 
i @(P, 4, r,,d GT(p, 4, r,A 
> 
RP, 4 , r, t+ 1) (3.37) 
,=o 
and recall that from (2.6) and (3.33), as in the overmodelled case we have 
&h 4, r, t + 1) = &P, 4, r, t) - W, 4, r, c) @(P, 4, 6 t) e,(p, 4, r, t + 11, 
(3.38) 
where V(p, q, r, t) is given by (2.16) and 
e,(p,q,r,t+l)=L’(t+l)-~(p,q,r,t)~(p,q,r,t). (3.39) 
Considering that from (2.1), (3.5), (3.33)-(3.36), and (3.39), 
eu(P, 4, r, t + 1) = BT(p, 9, r, f) @(p, q, r, f) - @,(p, 4, r) Q$(P, 9, r, t) 
- @T(~o, 4, r) @Ypo, 4, r, t) + 42 + I), (3.40) 
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we can show, from (3.37)-(3.40), that 
,,- I 
,zo (1 - @=(P, 4, r, t) U P, 4, r, f) @(P, 9, r, f)) Ile,(p, 9, r, f + 1 )lI’ 
n-l 
=tr 1 (w(t+l)+O~~(p,q,r)~l,(p,q,r,r) 
( I=0 
-@‘(PO, 4, r) @Ypot 4, r, t)) 




- tr G’(p, 4, r, n) C @(p, 4, r, f) @‘(P, 4, r, I) &A 9, r, n) 
r=0 > > 
+ 0( 1) as. (3.41) 
In order to analyse the first term on the right hand side of (3.41), we 
note that (3.5), (3.19), and (3.29) imply 
II ( 
,1- 1 





= 0 log C I/@‘(P*, q*, r*, t)l12 
1=0 ! ?1 ~
C l/@O(p*, q*, r*, t)lI’ 
1=0 
a.s., vc;! > 1, 
(3.42) 








log log 1 Il@“(p*, 4*, r*, t)ll 
I=0 
2))‘2”“~2’)“2) a.s., bc2 > 1. 
(3.43) 
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Therefore, from (3.42), (3.43), and Chow [4], we can rewrite the first 
term in (3.41) as 
( 
n-1 
tr C (w(t+ 1) + OT,(p, q, r) @,&I, 9, r, t) - OT(pO, 4, r) @YPo~ 4, r, t)) 
t=0 




log(C:Id II @O(P*, 4 r*, f)ll’) 
= l+o(l)+O . (log log(C:L,’ II@‘(p*, q*, r*, t)l12))c2a’z-2)) 





log(C:i,’ II @‘(p*, 4*, r*, t)ll 2, 
. (log log(C::,’ /I@‘(p*, q*, r*, t)l12))c2b(ap2) j 
112 








+ 1 llw(t + 1)/l’+ O(1) as., vc, > 1. (3.44) 
/=o 
We now turn our attention to the second term in (3.41). By defining 
@(A 4, r) = CA I . . . A, Bl . ..B.,0...0C,...C,,0...0]~ (3.45) 
from (2.1), (3.5), and (3.35), it follows that 
y(t + 1) = @*(p, 4, r) @(A 4, r, t) + @TAP, 4, r) Qyd(pT 4, r, t) 
- @T(po, 4, r) Wpo, 4, r, t) + w(t + 1) (3.46) 
and then, from (3.33) and the fact that 
&, 4, r, n) 
(p, 4, r, t).~~(t+ 1) 
(3.47) 
we get 
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n- I 
&7, 9, r, n) = - 
( 





,To @(p, q, r, t) @:,(p, 4, r, f) 
> 
@,d(p~ 93 y, 
( 
II -~ I 
> 
-1 









C @(A 4, r, f) @T(p, 4, r, t) 
I=0 > 
,1 .- 1 
. 
( 




Therefore, from (3.37) and (3.48), 
WQ’(p, q, r, n)) 

































- 2tr O,T,(p, q, r) 1 Qyd(p, 4, r, f) @T(p, q9 r, tl 
t=0 > 








,I - I 
- 2tr Or(po, q, r) 
( ( 
C @'(PO, 4, r, t) QT(p, 4, r, t) 
I=0 > 
which, from (3.21), (3.42), and Schwarz’s inequality, can be rewritten as 
tr(Q’(p, q, r, n)) 





C ~(P,q,r,t)~T(p,q,r,t) -' 
I = 0 ! 
.i ( 
,I- I 










+0 log C ll@‘O(p*, 4*, r*, t)ll” 
I=0 > 
.i ( log log ncl Il@O(P*> 9* , r*, t)\,2))‘2”‘x “) as., vc,> 1. r=O 
(3.50) 
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From (3.41), (3.44) and (3.50), we then have 
I 1 ( 
log(E~d Il@“(p*, 4*, r*, t)ll’) 
+ 1+0(1)+0 
. (log log(C::d lI@O(p*, q*, r*, t)l12))c2n(‘p2) > 
4ml(~~~~ @(Pot 42 r, f) @*(PO, q, r, f)) 
i 
ir ( 
log(C:lzd /I@“(~*, q*, r*, f)l12) 1,2 
+o 
. (log log(C::d /I@‘O(p*, q*, r*, t)l12))“2h” 2, 1 










1 W, 4, r, t) @T(p3 4, r, f) 
1=0 
,?I- I \ 
i= 
@(p, 4, r, f) @iJP, 4, r) 
) 
O,.,(p, 4, r) + O(l) a.s., vcz:> 1, 
f=O 
(3.51) 
which from (2.12), (2.13) and the fact that from [S] we have, for n large 
enough, 
L,” ( 2 @(po, 4, r, f) @‘(Pi, 4, r, f) ) 
(3.52) 
implies 
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. ,zo @(P, 4, r, t) @3p, 4, r, t) 
>i 
@,AP, 4, r) + o(l) a.s. 
I 
(3.53) 
Let us now define 
i( 
n- 1 














1 @(P, 4, r, l) @ZAP, 4, r. f) @.JP, 4, r). (3.54) 
1=0 11 
Then, from (3.34) and (3.35) we can show that @(p, q, r, n) can be 
rewritten as the quadratic form 
QF(p, q, r, n) = CMf(n) @$(P, 4, r) M:(n)1 
n-l M,(n) 
. C @(po, 4, r, t) @T(poT 4, r, f) )[ 1 @,,(P~ 9, r) , (3.55) 1=0 M,(n) 
where the matrices M,(n) and M,(n) are given by 
CC(n) MT(n)1 = -@HAP, 9, r) ( 
nC1 @JP, 4 , r, t) GT(p, 4, r, t) 
I=0 ! 
n-l -I 
. C ~(p,q,r,t)~=(p,q,r,f) i 1 . (3.56) 
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Therefore, from (3.55) and the fact that on the present case p -=zpO, it 
follows that 
tr(eF(p, 4, r, n)) 2 (llMl(n)l12 + II@&, 4, r)l12 + 11~2(~)112) 
. Ln 
t 
,;. Wo, 4, r, 2) @‘boy 4, r, I)) 
( 
n-1 




> lIApol(2 %min C @(PO, 4, rr 2) @jT(Poy 49 r, t) : (3.57) 
r=o > 
and since QT(p, q, r, t) V(p, q, r, t) @(p, q, r, t) 20 as., from (3.53)-(3.57) 
we get 
n-1 
2 c llw(t+ 1)112+ (1+0(l)) II&II2 
r=o 
n-1 
&n,, ,zo @(po, q, r, t) QT(po, q, r, t) + O(1) a.s. 
> 
(3.58) 
In order to relate (3.58) with the quantity we want, namely 
C::d Ile(p, q, r, t + 1)112, we note that (3.7) and (3.10) imply 
0, 4, r, t + 1) 
= (1 - QT(p, q, Y, t) VP, q, r, f) @(P, 4, r, t)) ea(py 4, r, * + I), (3.59) 
and then from (2.15) and the fact that the right hand side of (3.58) is 
converging to cc as n + cc, we have 
n-1 n- 1 
t;. l14p~q,r,~+1)l122 1 II~~~+~~l12+~~+~~~~~ll~pol12 
1=0 
n-l 
. kin 1 @(PO, 4, r, t) Qr(PO, 4, r, t) + O(1) a.s. 
I=0 > 
(3.60) 
We now recall that for the pair (po, qo, ro) from (3.13), (3.42), and 
Chow [4], 
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(3.61) 
On the other hand, from (3.60) 
po, q, r, t) @T(~o, 4, r, t) + o(l) a.s., 
(3.62) 
and then, from (2.10), (3.52), (3.61), and (3.62), 
n(PLSM(p, q, r, n) - PLSM(po, qo, ro, n)) 
+ +0(l)) lI~P”l/2knm 
( 
II- I 
,go @‘)(P~, q, r, f) @“T(~o, 4 r, t) 
> 
! l 
c log(C:‘:A lP”(p*, 4*, r*, f)l12) 
l+O 
. (log log(C::d II@O(p*, q*, r*, t)l12))‘*b’z~~2) > 
J”,i,(~~I~ @‘(PO, 4, r, f) @OT(PO, 4, r, t)) 
1 
+O a(n) 
L,,(C:lId @‘(PO, 4, r, t) @oT(po, 4, r, f)) 
+ 0( 1) a.s., 
vc, > 1, (3.63) 
or from (2.12) and (2.13), 
n(PLSM(p, 4, r, n) - PLSM(p,, qo, ro, n)) 
&ts(l +0(l)) lI~,“I12L,” 
i 
:z: @‘(PO, 9, r, f) @O’(po, 4, r, f) j + O( 1) a.s. 
(3.64) 
Now, from Eq. (2.12) and (2.13), for any subsequence n,, we have 
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&,,,(C;=d Q”(po, q, Y, t) dsoT(po, q, Y, t)) + co a.s. as s + CE and then, from 
A5 and (3.64), 
PLSM(p, q, r, n) - PLSM(p,, qo, ro, n) > 0 as. 
for n large enough, p <po, q. d q d q*, r. d r d r*, (3.65) 
which implies that no triple (p, q, r) with p <po, qo6q6 q*, r,, 6 r 6 r* 
can be an equilibrium point of (2.9). Arguments similar to the previous 
ones can be employed to show that actually (3.65) holds for any triple 
(p, q, r) with (p v po, q v qo, r v ro) # (po, qo, ro). From this and (3.32) 
Theorem 3.1 is proved. 1 
Now that the strong consistency of the order estimate under conditions 
Al-A5 has been proved, a result similar to Guo, Chen, and Zhang 
[S, Theorem 21 can be established. More precisely, let {u(t)} be a sequence 
of /-dimensional mutually independent random vectors independent of 
(n(t)} and having the properties 
E[u(t)] =o, E[u(t) UT(l)] =$ (3.66) 
with 
[=(m+l)p*+q*+r*-1. (3.67) 
Additionally, let the control u(t) be generated as 
u(t) = u’(r) + u(t), (3.68) 
where u”(t) is an adaptive control calculated as in Chen and Guo [Z], but 
with the addition of a second condition in the definition of Go, as in 
Hemerly and Davis [9], in order to ensure (2.15). By imposing the 
additional conditions: 
A6. The noise {u’(t)} satisfies 
lim I”~‘w(z+ l)~.~(t+l)=R>Oa.s. 
11-z n ,=0 
(3.69) 
A7. A(z-‘), B(z-‘), and C(z-‘) have no common left factor. 
we have 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the control given by (3.68) is applied to the 
system (2.1) and Al, A3, A4, A6 and A7 hold. If there is a nonnegative 
number 6’, 6’ E (0, (1 - 24[ + 1))/(2[ + 3)) such that 
I 
~~F,(lly(t+l)~12+~~u’(t+l)~~2)=O(n”.)o.s., 
then the order estimate provided by (2.9) is strongly consistent; i.e., 
(B(n), 4(n), WI + (PO, qo, ro) a.~. as n + cicl 
with a(n), in (2.10), being any sequence satisfying 
(logn) (loglogn)“6’“+2’+0 
a(n) 
as n+acj, for some c, > 1 
and 
a(n) 
.1 - (i + l)(E + 6’) 





Proof The only difficulty here is to show that (2.13) holds. Considering 
that the proof resembles the one presented in [9], we omit the details. The 
reader is also referred to [S, Theorem 21. 1 
Remark. The sequence a(n) appearing in (3.72) and (3.73) is not 
unique. As an example we can provide a(n) = (log n)(log log n)‘, for any 
c>c,. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper a technique for recursively estimating the order of linear 
stochastic system, with correlated noise and operating under feedback 
control, has been presented. Both the order and the coefficients estimates 
are strongly consistent. The consistency properties of the unmodified PLS 
criterion when applied to CARMA systems is a still open problem. 
It is interesting to notice that in Section 2, more precisely in Eq. (2.8), 
the use of G(t + 1) = y(t + 1) - $‘(p*, q*, r*, t + 1) @(p*, q*, r*, t) instead 
of @(t + 1) = y( t + 1) - &“(p, q, r, t + 1) @(p, q, r, t) has also a computa- 
tional advantage, since the ladder form actually evaluates the prediction 
errors given by (2.11), V(p, q, r) E M. See Ljung and Sijderstriim [ 11, 3581, 
for details. 
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